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incredibly proud that our own airport operations, some of the first in the
world, are now free from fossil carbon

environmental impacts of airport operations
CEO Advisor at Istanbul Airport, details the airport’s work to ensure a
sustainable aviation future and green recovery post-pandemic.

swedavia reaches milestone in its climate work – swedavia’s own
airport operations now fossil-free
Leeds Bradford Airport has said its proposal will replace the existing
terminal building with a more efficient and sustainable development.

cleaner, greener airports: making aviation more sustainable –
istanbul airport
The aerospace sector has spent over $150 billion on efficient research and
development. The world’s first CO2 standard for aircraft and the first
carbon pricing mechanism for a single global sector.

decision delayed on controversial development of leeds bradford
airport
FUSION CELL AND MANCHESTER-BOSTON REGIONAL AIRPORT ("MHT")
have partnered to redefine airport cleanliness standards in response to the

rebooting environment in a sustainable way
Dublin Airport has pinpointed sustainability as a critical pillar in its overall
strategy and that of daa Group. Speaking candidly to TRBusiness, Vincent
Harrison, Managing Director, Dublin Airport

'clean is the new secure': fusion cell reimagines cleanliness
standards at manchester-boston regional airport
Final approval of a runway extension has safeguarded the future of
Southampton airport. A lengthy local council debate over two days led to
the green light being given. The extended runway will enable

dublin intl airport vows to become a leader in sustainable airport
operations
In order to effectively alleviate the impact of winter weather while
simultaneously remaining in compliance with the upcoming GRF
requirements, forward-thinking airports are turning to advanced sensor

southampton airport wins runway extension in face of opposition
Environmental stewardship is central to how the airport operates sense of
responsibility to continue to reduce the impact of its operations on climate
change and take a leadership role

sensor technology's one-two punch: improving winter maintenance
operations and meeting icao grf regulations
Rome’s Fiumicino Airport was hit by a devastating fire that tore through the
main international terminal building. The fire, which started in Terminal 3’s
retail area, caused many services to transfer

vancouver airport sets ambitious goals to reach net-zero by 2030
Fitch has also affirmed the 'AA-' rating on the environment over the near
term, Fitch's Coronavirus Rating Case is also considered the Base Case. The
rating case and severe downside case both

transforming the passenger experience at rome-fiumicino airport
In addition to its International Arrivals Hall refurbishment, Melbourne
Airport has also completed an additional 64 construction projects since
March 2020.

fitch rates charlotte, nc's airport rev bonds 'aa-'; outlook revised to
stable
"This is a crucial service for our capital region, and we’re pleased that this
decision has been made." The CEO of the Regina Airport Authority (RAA)
was “thrilled” by Nav Canada’s announcement

melbourne airport completes $85 million international arrivals hall
refurbishment
Linn County and the University of Iowa’s Center for Health Effects of
Environmental Contamination (CHEEC) are among the local and state
entities spreading awareness of per- and polyfluoroalkyl

regina airport will keep air traffic control service
These executives below will participate in a Corridors of Opportunity panel
discussion that will focus on the airport corridor at 10 a.m. on April 22. To
attend the virtual event, click here.

iowa groups investigate pfas in private wells near iowa city airport
Southampton Airport has been granted planning permission for an
expansion of both its runway and car park. The 164-metre runway extension
was approved by

what are the business opportunities in the airport corridor?
In regards to this converting commercial enterprise environment Global
smart airport market segmentation by solution application: Aeronautical
operations, Non-aeronautical operations Request Here

southampton airport expansion approved
Vision-Box announced that it has extended its contract with the Princess
Juliana International Airport (PJIAE), in Sint Maarten. The partnership aims
to support the economic recovery of the island,

smart airports market 2021 covid 19 impact assessment, current
growth status, major key players|honeywell corporation inc, rockwell
collins, sita
In fact, in responses to public comments, the Record of Decision explicitly
stated there would be no impacts to airport operations. As a member of with
millions spent in environmental and

vision-box and princess juliana international airport announce
contract extension to continue deploying biometric technology
Hamad International Airport (HIA), through MATAR, the Qatar Company for
Airports Management and Operation, has signed a memorandum of
understanding (MoU) with the Ministry of Municipality and

airport alignment, proud of the airport, and importance of upholding
the law
United Airlines has created an alliance of more than a dozen of its corporate
customers that will contribute toward purchasing sustainable fuel, the
carrier announced.

hia signs mou with mme to achieve environmental sustainability
The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey kicked off an $84.2 million
capital project this week to renovate and upgrade one of Newark Liberty
International Airport’s major runways.

united forms alliance of corp. customers to fund sustainable fuel
purchases
Matt Gaetz addresses impact of Three Pensacola International Airport, said
the airport received a bomb threat around 8:30 a.m. through a phone call to
the airport operations center.

port authority commences $84m renovation project at newark liberty
airport
has created a negative impact on the global aerospace maintenance
chemicals market. Contrary to this, the extensively increasing demand for
air travel is mainly due to the rising emphasis on secure

update: bomb threat cleared at pensacola international airport
The Truckee Tahoe Airport District I’m very proud of this innovative work to
enhance safety and reduce environmental impact — a clear win that
required the support of elected and appointed

business situation: future growth of aerospace maintenance
chemical market
“Swedavia wants to be a driving force in reducing climate impact. So I am
environmental-impacts-of-airport-operations-maintenance

new technology will lessen airport’s impact on truckee-tahoe region
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Each month, CAPA Live’s airport discussion will move between regions as
we delve into the issues facing airports around the world. What impact has
the COVID-19 pandemic had on airports? What have

anambra cargo airport and local conspiracies
Sharjah Airport handled 4.2 million passengers in 2020 as compared to 13.6
million in the previous year, down by 69 per cent due to the impact of
through expansion operations comes as a

americas airport leaders panel
Meanwhile, further ground tests measuring particulate-matter emissions
will gauge the environmental effects of SAF use on airport operations. Both
the flight and the ground tests will compare

sharjah airport’s passenger traffic dropped 69% in 2020
Hyderabad International Airport has seen direct savings of 30% to The
Company is dedicated to reducing the impact it, and its products, have on
the environment. Internal green programs seek to

aerospace partners to test 100 percent saf in a widebody
The project, he observed, was conceived in 2007 and had all necessary
approvals, including the Environmental Impact Assessment up as soon as
the airport commences operations.

semtech's and devappsol track luggage trolleys to reduce airport
management cost with lorawan®
The Supreme Court on Thursday gave the go-ahead for the construction of
an international airport at Goa’s Ideally, the EIA [environmental impact
assessment] should have been conducted

the case for ogun cargo airport
The Martha’s Vineyard Airport Commission is continuing to work with
consulting and engineering firm, Tetra Tech, to monitor private wells for
per- and poly-fluoralalkyl substances (PFAS), and treat

supreme court clears way for international airport at goa’s mopa
SANTA FE – Approval of Associated Asphalt and Material’s air quality
permit will soon be in the hands of the state Environment Fe Regional
Airport, to consolidate its operations.

airport continues pfas monitoring
“Residents in the neighborhoods located adjacent to (the airport) have
complained about odors believed to be associated with airport operations
and the presence of odors have also generated concerns

air quality permit for asphalt company considered
"DevAppSol integrated the LoRaWAN protocol into our trolley management
system to enable accurate in-depth insight into asset use and location, and
allow the optimization of airport operations with

air quality study near aspen airport finds no adverse effects
Image caption The airport plans to extend mitigation" to noise and
environmental impacts. Image copyright Southampton Airport Image
caption Airport operations director Steve Szalay said

semtech’s and devappsol track luggage trolleys to reduce airport
management cost with lorawan®
Heathrow Airport to environmental concerns, however, that was overruled
by the Supreme Court in December 2020. While many may be questioning
the need for a third runway, due to the impact

southampton airport expansion recommended for approval
The Airport's operations director has warned that if proposals But
campaigners say it will have a huge impact on noise and pollution. Lyn
Brayshaw from AXO Group says: "By extending the

is heathrow airport's third runway necessary in a post-covid world?
Writing on the impact of Coronavirus pandemic and “This is the
consequence of lack of night operations facilities in the airport. No runway
lights and other support/safety services are

final decision on southampton airport expansion expected today
A presentation made by the organisation to Brisbane Airport's community
consultation group in November last year argued that a 2007 environmental
impact assessment completed for the new flight

identifying causes of flight delays, cancellations
Innovative Geelong prefabrication company FormFlow is pitching the tiny
house as the State Government considers Avalon Airport “unacceptable
impacts on the Western Port environment and

brisbane airport runway review cautiously welcomed by noiseimpacted residents
Flights to and from the airport were affected for over two hours due to poor
visibility at TIA triggered by thick smog prevalent in Kathmandu Valley
since the morning. Wildfires in many parts of

latest geelong business news for week of march 28
Are their plans bad for the environment which advises the government says if any airport expands, another should contract. However, no airport is
volunteering to shrink its operations. The Leeds

poor visibility impacts landing, takeoff in kathmandu airport
wednesday afternoon
Sumesh Patel, SITA's President of APAC, said: "We understand the harsh
impact of Covid-19 on airports globally and we've adapted our solutions to
deliver airport operations that are resilient

should airports be allowed to expand?
The cash is aimed at helping airports to cover losses on costs including
airfield operations the impact of the runway expansion on noise, pollution
and the environment. But airport bosses

sydney airport taps sita flex solution to support covid-19 recovery
The Anambra International Cargo Airport, Umueri stands out as the
Evidently, with the conclusion of enumeration and Environmental Impact
Assessment, and full payment of compensation by the
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